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day fourteen

– what do you want when you don’t know what you want?

where is self-control
when it is not present?
with large logs, time was beaten out of the rings that traced all the way before the birth, and would long past the death. why? no way of
being able to say how the experience was inside on the other side, if you see what I mean. and of course, you do, somewhat. raising a finger
will indicate which of these things will be so, and the outcome of that process will be the force that propels us through the next bout of
language wrestling that will eventually end in an embrace, akin to the study for the portrait already seen. and we heard all about that, too –
the garment that seemed to be the cloak of a super-hero is actually a shroud. told you so. were you listening? or looking at it to see if it has
powers that someone else missed? – I decline to answer this question on the grounds of possible self-incrimination.

do you think you did what
you wanted to do?
descending back to a level where the self can ve viewed, the task is as follows: is it really possible or even feasible or yet still more even,
desireable to see through the slits over there in order to do a buyer’s appraisal, for the purposes of evaluating something that was never
as an unmuddied lake, not even for a man taking a glass of water with another’s teeth in it – “don’t try to be accurate or scientific” - are
these not mutually excusive terms? I shall try to remember how I became accostomed and acclimatised to this train that I now awake from a
stupor to find myself on, in a carriage with a ticket. the more I try to get back to where I was, the more I can’t go back there. I see myself in
the palm of my other hand, and now I can clap. in a moment, I will be asking you do something very similar. but not just yet...

knowing what you know
now, do you?
the breath was lovely, thank you. I can’t remember the last time I was so...well, you know. I think you see what I’m saying. in fact I know you
do. I can see it in your eyes. or just behind them, perhaps. in any event, the consequences of my small actions are always for more significant
than I even dare to imagine, even if they do move fast, even if they can penetrate where a hammer cannot – and indeed, the statement about
waiting has always been found to be true, but that is exclusively, or supposedly so, because of the glance over the shoulder that has to be
effected in order for this to appear so. why on earth should a choice appear when I was least able to make it? or did I just answer my own
question by asking another? until I reply, I will have no way of knowing, and that is something will bring together, tonight, in one moment
plucked from all the others, I promise.

what we call our destiny is truly our character and that character can be altered. The
knowledge that we are responsible for our
actions and attitudes does not need to be
discouraging, because it also means that we
are free to change this destiny. one is not in
bondage to the past, which has shaped our
feelings, to race, inheritance, background.
all this can be altered if we have the courage to examine how it formed us. we can
alter the chemistry provided we have the
courage to dissect the elements.
			
- Anaïs Nin

the ability to subordinate an impulse to
a value is the essence of the proactive
person.
		
- Stephen R. Covey

the enemy is within the gates; it is with
our own luxury, our own folly, our own
criminality that we have to contend.
		
- Marcus Tullius Cicero
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